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A CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY OF THE
 
AFISC DATA ANALYSIS BRANCH
 
"The customer is always right!", is the motto of many department stores
 
and sales departments. The concept of customer satisfaction is also valid for
 
the service provided by a government agency. The clients or customers of an
 
agency must be satisfied with the sei?vice provided or else the agency is not
 
doing its job. Customer satisfaction is especially important for a management
 
information system such as the service provided by the AFISC Data Analysis
 
Branch. The concept of customer satisfaction may seem invalid for activities
 
such as law enforcement. However, the real clients of our criminal justice
 
system are the honest citizens who are being protected - not criminals.
 
Eventually each government agency must adapt to its operating environment to
 
satisfy the needs of its client population.
 
The U.S. Air Force Inspection and Safety Center (AFISC) is a headquarters
 
level separate operating agency based at Norton Air Force Base. AFISC pro
 
vides accident prevention guidance, safety regulations, accident investigation
 
support and technical safety expertise for the whole Air Force. The scope of
 
this research project is limited to the aircraft safety function. This project
 
evaluates the aircraft accident inforniation services provided by the Data
 
Analysis Brauich of the AFISC.
 
The author has worked in the Data Analysis Branch as a civilian Accident
 
Report Analyst. So this siibject is interesting both as an academic and profes
 
sional topic. The author is also familiar with the operations of the Data
 
Analysis Branch and with the intricacies of this subject. These advantages
 
outweigh the problem of remaining objective while assessing the organization
 
from within.
 
The mission of the Data Analysis Branch is to provide accident data
 
iipport for the AFISC Directorate of Safety and for worldwide Air Force safety
 
perations. Eight of the twenty-four employees work on the 'aircraft
 
ccident event file'. The branch also receives substantial support from the
 
ivision of Data Automation and the Research Analysis Branch. The branch was
 
rganized as part of the Data Automation Division until February of 1979.
 
he aircraft event file which is the subject of this report was created in
 
une of 1980. The aircraft event file was established by merging several older
 
lies which included;
 
(1) Old Aircraft Accidents
 
(2) Comptext MITS (Management Information Terminal System)
 
(3) Category I and II Materiel Deficiency Reports
 
(4) Life Sciences amd Human Factors
 
(5) HATR (Hazardous Air Traffic Reports)
 
(6) F-16 auid Other NATO Aircraft
 
(7) Recommendations of the Accident Investigation Board
 
The new aircraft event file is a computer tape and disk file in the
 
IBM 370 mainframe computer. Information can be retrieved from the main file
 
Dr from its subfiles by using several peripheral computer terminals or by
 
(4ark IV card decks. The peripheral subsystems include:
 
(1) Mohawk 2400 Mini-Computer System
 
(2) Memorex 1377 Wylbur Terminals
 
(3) Hewlett-Packard 9845T Microprocessor
 
The data output products range in size and detail from abbreviated to
 
voliaminous reports which include;
 
(1) Counts
 
(2) Lists
 
(3) One-Liners
 
(4) Graphs
 
(5) Full narratives with one page of data on each accident.
 
(6) Recommendations and human factors with several pages of data
 
on each accident.
 
his assortment of hardware and software provides a large measure of flexi­
ility in meeting the data customers' needs.
 
Customer satisfaction is the ultimate criterion for testing the success
 
f the Data Analysis Operation. There is no adasolute index of productivity,
 
ach as widgets per month, for this type of information service. Certainly we
 
3uld count (or even weigh!) our data requests. But there would be no guarantee
 
tiat increasing paper volume was actually accomplishing the mission.
 
LITERATURE SEARCH
 
The scholarly literature has only a few references which are relevamt to
 
lis topic. The AFISC Data Analysis Branch is a unique operation in the Air
 
arce. Although there are many other data service organizations in the Air
 
5rce none of them deal with aviation safety. Also, AFISC inspects the rest of
 
le Air Force but one one inspects AFISC! In the last eight years AFISC has
 
ily been inspected once and the scope of that review did not include a customer
 
itisfaction auialysis. Several years ago, in cooperation with Arnold Regan and
 
Llliam Baker, the author performed a customer satisfaction survey of the AFISC
 
>ers of the Management Information Terminal System (MITS).^ This revealed a
 
Lgh level of customer satisfaction despite some rimors to the contrary. But the
 
:ope of that study did not include Data Analysis Branch aircraft data services.
 
^Lawrence J. Asmus, Williaua Baker and Arnold Regan, Keep Your MITS Off!
 
Jnpublished Report for USC Systems Management night school program, 1975)
 
 The professional literature on research methods has several references which
 
relevamt to this study. This research design calls for a time series.
 
The essence of the time series design is the presence of a
 
periodic measurement process on some group or individual
 
auid the introduction of an experimental change into this
 
time series of measurements, the results of which are
 
indicated by a discontinuity in the measurements recorded
 
in the time series. It can be diagramed thus:
 
0 0 0 0 X O O O O . ..
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 
In my research design the periodic measurement process is the customer
 
survey on the data receipt form. The experimental change is the implementat
 
of the new event file structure.
 
The time series design .... includes a series of measure
 
ments at periodic intervals before the program begins and
 
continuing measurements after the program ends ... The
 
time series probably protects against all threats to validity
 
except history. Some special events might have come along
 
at the same time as the program and lead to the observed
 
effects...^
 
All the major historical changes in the organization during the period
 
this study were linked to the experimental changes being studied. Another
 
problem is that:
 
There is no easy way of knowing the degree to which reactive
 
measurement errors exist among running archival records.
 
These are second hand measures, and many are contaminated
 
by reactive biases, while others are not. ...a change in
 
administrative practice threatens valid comparisons across
 
time periods...
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Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-

Experimental Designs for Research, (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.? 1963),
 
p. 37
 
^Carol H. Weiss, Evaluation Research, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-

Hall, 1972)
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Eugene J. Webb, Donald T. Campbell, Richard D. Schuartz, Less Sechrest,
 
Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research in Social Sciences, (Chicago;
 
Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 86-87
 
 This problem can be largely overcome by the author's familiarity with the
 
iata. Also this archival research method is inherently more reliable than
 
ther research techniques such as a retrospective customer opinion survey.
 
he Chinese proverb still holds: "The palest ink is clearer than the best
 
...5

emory!"
 
There are several good references which address the question of objectivity,
 
alid studies have been performed both by in-house agency staffers and by out­
ide contract consultemts.
 
Objectivity requires that evaluators be insulated from any

possibility of biasing their data or its interpretation by
 
a desire to make things look good. Points usually go to
 
outsiders on this score, although fine evaluation has been
 
done by staff evaluators of scrupulous integrity. It even
 
happens that an outside reserarch firm will sweeten the
 
interpretation of program results ... in order to ingra

tiate itself with a program and get further contracts. In
 
any event, safeguarding the study against even unintentional
 
bias is important...
 
The rebuttal in favor of in-house staff evaluations stresses the
 
iportance of being intimately familiar with the functioning of the organi­
ition. Hands-on experience in the organization being studied can prevent
 
iking foolish assumptions or false assessments of causation.
 
The only protection that the researcher can give himself
 
is to 'saturate himself in the complicated and detailed
 
richness of the phenomenon he is working on...
 
Knowledge of what is going on in the program is vital for an
 
evaluation staff. They need to know both the real issues
 
facing the agency and the real events that are taking place
 
in the program if their evaluation is to be relevant. It is
 
here that in-house staffs chalk up the points...
 
^Ibid, p. Ill
 
5 ,.
 
Ibid, p. 20
 
7t ,.
Julian L. Simon, Basis Research Methods in Social Science: The Art of
 
pirical Investigation, (New York: Random House, 1969), p. 57
 
3 .

Weiss, Evaluation Research, p. 20
 
 The objectivity of this study is further protected by employing mainly
 
Losed item data from original agency records. The data receipt forms are
 
rimary sources which are filled out by people who have nothing to gain by
 
Lstorting their responses in either a positive or negative direction. This
 
raids the problem of the filtering of information reported through several
 
lyers of the bureaucractic hierarchy. Filtering occurs partially because...
 
The best informed people (the staff running the program) tend toward optimism
 
9
 [id in any case have a stake in reporting success." Another example of this
 
iltering was revealed in a study of human factors involved in maintaining an
 
ir defense system. " human initiated malfunctions were reported much more
 
requently in interviews of line and supervisory personnel, while written
 
eports tended to ascribe most malfunctions to equipment failures. This
 
emonstrates the ... "remarkable resistance of orgauiizations to unwanted
 
, , ..11

nformation and unwanted change.
 
Part of the study was based on content analysis of open-ended comments.
 
Content Analysis may be defined as a methodology by which
 
the researcher seeks to determine the m2inifest content of
 
written, spoken or published communications by systematic
 
objective auid quamtitative analysis. It is, then, a
 
quamtitative method applicable to what has traditionally
 
been called qualitative material written language.
 
9
 
Weiss, Evaluation Research, p. 2
 
^°John E. Robinson, Jr., Walter E. Deutsch and James G. Rogers, "The Field
 
laintenamce Interface Between Human Engineering aind Maintainability Engineer­
.ng" Human Factors #12(3), (1970), p. 253
 
^^Weiss, Evaluation Research, p. 3
 
^^George V. Zito, Methodology and Meanings; Varieties of Sociological
 
[nquiry, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), p. 27
 
Several useful references are avail2±>le on the typical problems encoun­
ered in management information systems.
 
There seem to be five common eind erroneous assumptions
 
underlying the design of most MIS's (Management Infor
 
mation Systems) ... GIVE THEM MORE (information). ..
 
THE MANAGER NEEDS THE INFORMATION THAT HE WANTS ..,
 
GIVE A MANAGER THE INFORMATION HE NEEDS AND HIS DECISION
 
MAKING WILL IMPROVE ... A MANAGER DOES NOT HAVE TO
 
UNDERSTAND HOW AN INFORMATION SYSTEM WORKS, ONLY HOW TO
 
USE IT ...^^
 
These problems may exist in the AFISC operation and may affect the appli­
:ation of the results of this study. Also, there is nothing as stale as
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)bsolete information! The "...half-life..." of aircraft accident data is
 
luite short - perhaps 3 to 5 years. The most recent data on modern aircraft
 
:ypes is most useful for preventing future accidents. So the event file was
 
Intentionally structured to only include information from 1972 to date. This
 
:ime span will be revised on a rolling annual basis. So that only the most
 
recent years will be included in the file. But there is still some demand for
 
listorical data going back to 1962 when the computer file was fist established.
 
HYPOTHESES
 
TEST HYPOTHESES
 
Htj^: The Data Analysis Branch of AFISC is doing its job well.
 
Ht : The new aircraft event file is a significant improvement.
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Ht^; Data Analysis Branch services can be improved in several areas.
 
^^Donald H. Sangers, Computers and Management (McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1970)
 
pp. 20-25
 
^^John Michael Brittain, Information and Its Users; A Review with Special
 
Emphasis to the Social Science, (Wiley-Interscience, 1970), p. 130
 
 NULL HYPOTHESES
 
n : 	We czinnot be sure whether or not the Data Analysis Bramch is doing its
 
^ job well.
 
We camnot tell whether or not the new event file is zm improvement.

"2-*
 
n ; 	We cannot identify any ways in which Data Analysis Branch services cam
 
be improved.
 
RIVAL HYPOTHESES/RECOMMENDATIONS
 
irj^: 	 The Data Analysis Brauich is doing its job marginally or poorly.
 
Ir : 	The new aircraft file is no better thaui the older file which it replaced.
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Ir^: 	Possible recommendations for improving Data Analysis Branch services:
 
a. Faster service.
 
b. More detailed reports.
 
c. Shorter, abbreviated reports.
 
d. Less errors in reports.
 
e. More recent up-to-date data.
 
f. More flexible report formats.
 
g. More specific codes.
 
h. Other ways.
 
THE DESIGN
 
The topic of this study is not really amenable to the classicial experi­
lental approach. The real world environment of the Data Analysis Branch cannot
 
)e duplicated in a laboratory setting. So this topic cannot be studied by
 
:inkering with the variaibles in a controlled experiment. Also the data services
 
ire too vital to disrupt them, even briefly, for a real life experiment. For
 
Instance, we could not cut off the services for a week to see if they would
 
really be missed. Short unavoidable service interruptions due to computer
 
Eailures have created enough chaos and negative comment to confirm the mission
 
essential nature of the service! Likewise, it is impractical to shift back to
 
bhe old file structure to compare it to the new system. This would impose a
 
totally unacceptable workload and spread confusion among our customers. The
 
tfo systems were not run in parallel even briefly during the transition in
 
me 1980 due to the workload problem.
 
The research design is basically a customer satisfaction evaluation which
 
ses captive data to construct a time series. The first and third test hypotheses,
 
and Ht^, can be tested by analyzing captive data contained in the data receipt
 
)rm (see attachment #1). This can be accomplished through statistical analysis
 
: the closed item responses and through content analysis of the open-ended
 
'inments. The second test hypothesis, Ht^, can be tested by using an 'ex post
 
cto', 'quasi-experimental" time series technique. Luckily recent events have
 
t up an ideal test of the customer acceptance of the new file. In June of
 
80 the event file was created by reorganizing several older files. The data
 
ceipt form measures customer satisfaction both before and after the conversion,
 
e independent variable is the type of file and the dependent variable is the
 
vel of satisfaction. In this longitudinal time series the responses for the
 
d file serve as a control group for the new file. This same reasoning can be
 
ed to compare the older MITS or comptext file data (January 1979 through June
 
79) to the old aircraft file (July 1979 through May 1980) and the new event
 
Le (June 1980 to date).
 
THE POPULATION
 
The respondent population is composed of Air Force safety officers and
 
-ety specialists located at bases all over the country and around the world.
 
! safety officers are typically rated Air Force pilots in the ranks of
 
)tain through Colonel. The safety specialists are typically civilian
 
rineers and safety professionals or occasionally enlisted Air Force safety
 
:hnicians. Experience has shown that data customers are experts in their
 
:hnical field but know little about our data services. Normally the safety
 
 I 
lalyst explains the aircraft accident data base and the available output data
 
'oducts to first time customers. People who need data normally call the office
 
initiate the request. Some people also write letters or contact other
 
srsonnel in AFISC to request information. The data receipt form is attached
 
> the completed report and mailed to the customer. The customer fills out the
 
lestionnaire suid mails the form back to AFISC to acknowledge receipt of the
 
ita. The response rate is high - at least 90%. So a data base of 519
 
jsponses exists from Jauiuary 1, 1979 through February 17, 1981. Approximately
 
i70 thirds of the respondents are safety officers auid one third are safety
 
igineers or technicians.
 
This study is a census of this population rather than a sample. Non­
ssponse causes the only deviation from a complete census of this limxted
 
Dpulation. The 90% response rate minimizes this problem. Tabulating all of
 
lie 519 responses cost relatively little time and money. Also it is essential
 
0 extract all the possible information from this limited archival data. So
 
here was no justification for taking a survey sample of less than 100% of the
 
vailable captive data.
 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
 
The questionnaire contained in the data receipt form (attachment #1) is
 
n estadilished form. So rather than developing a new instrument this study
 
ses existing archival data. Not all of the questions provide information which
 
s relevamt to this research project. So this study uses only the responses to
 
[uestions #2, #3, #4, #6 and #8 (see attachment #1). Normally our customers
 
receive their data requests in the mail within ten days. So in question #2 a
 
lumerical value of +1 is assigned to the response of "less/wk*, i.e., received
 
lata within a week or less. The average time to receive data is '1-2 weeks' so
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lis response has a value of 0. A data request that takes '2-3 weeks' or
 
jver 4 weeks' to arrive is definitely late. So this response has a value of
 
L. In question #3, #4 amd #6 the 'yes' response has a value of +1 and the
 
lo' response a value of -1.
 
Question #8 on the data receipt form is am open-ended one which solicits
 
any comments?' This data was categorized using content analysis. A value
 
E +1 was recorded for each specific favorable point mentioned and a value of
 
I for each weakness. Every criticism, complaint or suggestion for improve­
ent counted as a negative point and clear compliments counted as positive
 
oints. References to several discrete topics in one sentence counted as
 
everal points. But multiple references to a single subject in several
 
entences still only counted as one point. The data customers took time to
 
rite out specific remarks in response to question #8. So they must feel
 
specially strong about these points. These responses will receive special
 
ttention. Also this is the only opportunity to develop recommendations for
 
mproving office operations (see Hr^), and the Air Force is always looking for
 
ays to 'build a better mousetrap!'
 
SATISFACTION SUMMATION
 
Customer satisfaction is the ultimate criterion for evaluating the success
 
if our aircraft accident data service. The responses to the questionnaire have
 
leen tabulated and totaled. This produced a numerical summation of the positive
 
ind negative responses. This summation is an index which becomes the opera
 
tional definition of customer satisfaction.
 
THE DATA
 
The time span of this study is naturally divided into three segments. The
 
first period (MITS) was from January 1979 through June 1979. During this time
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te data receipt form records were only collected on data reports produced by
 
le Management Information Terminal System which is also called 'Comptext'. This
 
LS a compact data file which could generate adabreviated data reports in a matter
 
: minutes. These reports were a very quick, convenient 'one-liner' format.
 
It the information content was limited by the constraint of only printing
 
le line of data on each accident. The response data base is 51 data receipt
 
jrms during 6 months. The second period (old aircraft) was from July 1979
 
irough May 1980. During this time the data receipt forms were collected on
 
jports produced by the old aircraft file and the MITS file. The old aircraft
 
Lie was a large file which could produce complete reports with three or more
 
iragraphs of information on each accident. The response time for this system
 
iried from 1 hour to several hours. During this period approximately 35% of
 
le responses were for MITS and 65% were for old aircraft data. The data base
 
3r the second period is 279 responses in 11 months. The third period (new
 
/ent) was from June 1980 to date. This study includes only data receipt forms
 
ailed out and returned by February 17, 1981. So the data for February 1981 is
 
ary limited. The new event file replaces the MITS, old aircraft and several
 
bher files. The new file has a response time ranging from one to several hours,
 
t cam produce flexible format reports ranging from number counts, through lists
 
nd one liners to reports with several paragraphs of narrative information on
 
ach accident. The data base for this period is 189 responses in 8^? months.
 
The data for the closed item responses is recorded in Table #1. For each
 
uestion this table records the percentage of positive responses, the ntimber of
 
ositive responses and the number of negative responses. For question #2 the
 
sual 'time from request to receipt of data' is about 1 or 2 weeks. The
 
esponse of *1-2 weeks' is neither positive or negative. Approximately 42%
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f the responses fell into this category. So the number of responses for
 
lestion #2 is significantly lower than for the other questions. The number
 
. responses for questions #3, #4 and #6 is slightly less than the total
 
imber of data receipt forms because a few customers failed to respond to
 
idividual questions. The response to each question was predominamtly positive.
 
:ee Table #1) The response to questions #3, #4 and #6 was even more over­
lelmingly positive than the response to question #2. So question #2 is
 
•aphed separately on graph #1 but combined with questions #3, #4 and #6 in
 
aph #2.
 
The data for the open-ended comments is recorded in Table #2 and graph
 
Since there are relatively few comments each month these comments are
 
oken out into the three historical eras rather than on a monthly basis,
 
is also facilitiates grouping the comments into meaningful categories with
 
re than one response in each category.
 
The most frequent favorable comment was words to the effect of 'Great
 
b! or Keep up the good work!" Although this was very gratifying it was
 
D general to be of much use. Through content auialysis these comments were
 
nbined under the heading 'general'. The next most common favorable remark
 
3 words to the effect of 'good response'. This means, i.e., the information
 
5 received on time and met the need. Other favorable comments included
 
ist or courteous service'. Surprisingly, several respondents who received
 
iir data within '2-3 weeks' complimented our speedy service. But these
 
jponses to question #2 were placed in the negative category. Apparently some
 
our customers are pleased to receive their data within '2-3 weeks' while
 
>erience has shown that others demand service within one working day or even
 
! hour! Significantly three customers complimented the handy formats available
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 :om the new event file while eight customers had complained about the old
 
Lrcraft file having an 'inconvenient format'. Individual unique positive and
 
sgative comments were grouped under the heading of 'miscellaneous'. These com­
3nts usually applied only to one specific data request and they were not
 
Dnsistent enough to reveal auiy trend.
 
The most frequent unfavorable comment about the MITS file data was 'not
 
nough detail'. (See Table #2) Since the MITS file was a very abbreviated one
 
iner format, this is not surprizing. The most common complaint about the old
 
ircraft file was 'missing data' with nine conments. This long standing
 
roblem is caused by mishap details not being reported or input to the computer
 
ile. This results in blanks or 'unknown' entries in the computer file. The
 
omplaint of 'errors' in the data stems from the same causes. The complaint
 
f 'not enough detail' continues to be a problem. It is not cost effective to
 
eed every detail of an accident into the computer. So the safety analysts
 
lelect the most important highlights for the computer summary. The opposite
 
lomplaint is that of 'too much data'. A frequent critical problem is that of
 
:utting down the data base to avoid swamping the customer with unwanted data.
 
>j7ecise detailed coding in the new event file helps to avoid this problem and
 
;he problem of 'irrelevant data'. Only four of our customers complained about
 
;he data service being 'too slow' whereas the responses to question #2 were
 
rated as being too slow in 36 cases. A total of seven customers stated that
 
;heir reports had 'not enough volume', i.e., not enough examples of accidents,
 
Chis may indicate either a problem or a positive result of the data analysis
 
Dperation. This is partially caused by minor incidents not being reported or
 
recorded in the computer system which is bad. This is partially caused by the
 
subject of the request being a unique problem which really has never happened
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sfore. This is good. This lack of data is also caused by safety personnel
 
ientifying and eliminating certain types of accidents so that they no longer
 
3cur. This is very good indeed I
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
 
The detailed numerical and percentage breaJcout of the data is shown in
 
ables #1 auid #2 and summarized in #3. The data is best displayed or dramatized
 
n graphs #1 through #3 and summarized in #4.
 
The percentage of positive responses to question -#2 was noticeably lower
 
han for the other closed item questions but it was still strongly positive,
 
he percent increased from 82.1% to 91.0% then decreased to 83.3% during the
 
hree time spans covered by this study. These differences are not statistically
 
ignificant using the chi square test. (See Table #3 and Appendix #1)^^^^^
 
hat cuased the observed differences? Experience has shown that the main delay
 
etween requesting data and receiving the finished data report is the mail
 
ervice! The MITS (or comptext) had a very rapid response time with data
 
eports typically produced within am hour. The old aircraft file response time
 
as usually less thaui a day. The new event file is more complicated auid takes
 
lightly longer. Its average response time is about one day. Normally it takes
 
ne or at most two days for the data reports to flow through administrative
 
eview chauinels in AFISC and actually be mailed. The remainder of the elapsed
 
ime - about 4 to 7 days - is attributable to the U.S. Postal Service auid to
 
.elays in distributing the mail at the customers' home base. Investigation of
 
5 C
 
William Mendenhall and James E. Reinmuth, Statistics for Management and
 
:conomics, (North Scituate, Mass: Duxbury Press, 1978), pp. 633-642
 
J. Winer, Statistical Principles in Experimental Design, (New York;
 
IcGraw-Hill, 1962), p. 655
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sleeted incidents of delayed delivery of reports showed that the most frequent
 
luse was misrouting of mail in the customers' own organization, x.e., the
 
jport was sent to the wrong office zuid lost.
 
The responses to questions #3, #4 and #6 were overwhelmingly positive,
 
le percentage of positive response increased from 96.0% for the MITS file,
 
3 98.8% for the old aircraft, to 99.1% for the new event file (see Table #3).
 
tie variation is statistically significant at the .05 level of probability
 
nd even at .02! This indicates increasing customer satisfaction - a very
 
ncouraging trend! But it should be noted that question #4 had virtually no
 
tern discrimination. Only one customer out of 519 answered 'no' to the
 
uestion: 'Would you use AFISC as a future source of information?' The AFISC
 
lata Analysis Branch is the only source of Air Force accident data. It's the
 
inly game in town! So customers may have no choice but to use the service.
 
:ertainly some of the clients are one time customers who will not have a recur
 
ring need for the data. But apparently they interpreted the question as
 
lypothetical and answered 'yes'. Questions #3 and #6 had adequate item dis­
:rimination to reveal a trend. The responses to question #3 showed a significant
 
iifference at the .02 level of probability. But the responses to question #6
 
tfere only significant at the .10 level which is less than the .05 level required
 
for rigorous proof.
 
The open-ended comments were mostly positive. The percentage of positive
 
responses increased from 63.2% for MITS, to 68.5% for the old aircraft, to
 
82.1% for the new event file. (See Tables #2 and #3 and graph #3) This
 
variation is not statistically significant at the .05 level. But it is
 
significant at the .08 level. This increase in positive comments is very
 
encouraging as it reveals increasing customer satisfaction with the Data
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Analysis services - especially with the new event file. The open-ended com­
lents are the most valid and revealing section of the questionnaire. Here
 
:he customer is free to say anything - good or bad - that he wants to say.
 
y.so it is easier to assess the flavor or color of the response in the free
 
Form comments section of the schedule than in the fixed response section.
 
The average or total percentage of positive response is also heavily
 
positive. (See Table #3 and graph #4) The percentage of positive responses
 
increased from 91.3% in the MITS era, to 94.2% for the old aircraft phase, to
 
95.2% for the new event file. This trend is not statistically significant at
 
the .05 level. The difference is statistically significant at the .11 level.
 
But this is too low to be used as scientific proof. Over all this implies but
 
does not prove afevorable trend in customer satisfaction.
 
HYPOTHESIS TESTING
 
Ht^; The Data Analysis Branch of AFISC is doing its well. The test
 
of this hypothesis is the proportion of positive versus negative responses
 
received on the questionnaire. The data customers can circle either the favor*
 
able or the unfavorable responses and write either compliments or complaints
 
in the comments section. So the break even point between doing the job well
 
and doing it poorly is a response rate of 50% positive and 50% negative. This
 
is the operational definition of doing the job well. Of 2067 individual
 
question or comment responses 1949 were positive and only 118 were negative.
 
This is an overwhelmingly favorable response rate of 94.3% positive and 5.7%
 
negative. (See Tadale #3) This is a population of discrete, independent,
 
dichotomous events, so the normal approximation to the binomial probability
 
is appropriate here. (See Appendix #2) ^ The positive response rate is
 
^\endenhall. Statistics, pp. 262-263
 
^®Paul Jedamus and Robert Frame, Business Decision Theory, (New York:
 
McGraw-Hill, 1969), p. 275
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^ file to the MITS era because the Mil
 
compare the new 	even . 4=iie The total responses for
 
4-e r»f the new event txL •
 
reflect all of 	the componen i e., 94.2% positive.
 
„...u......	 -r «.»
 
inn total responses for the new aircra

,.,.,gs.2% positive (see Table .3). ,>„oa„ be used for testing
 
■ ^v, -> f^faarees of freedom can oe
The Chi square test wit percentage of posi­
. 19 The data shows a small increase in the P
this hypothesis. 	 difference is not significant

ti,e responses 	for the ne^e-^ 'J^,p,pie„enip is so weaK that it is only
 
er the .OS level Of 	 ,er ri,nteus
 
significant at 	the . reject the
 
f so we cannot prove either Ht^ or Hr^
scientific proof. So 	 pp^e is an
 
, HP we cannot tell whether or not the n
 
null hypothesis, Hn^­
improvement. improved in several ways. Ht3,
 
can he iiiipxv^v«=
 
„t : Data Analysis Branc ^entitative
 
^ >„d Hr3 cannot be rigorously proven
 
. riee. The Essentials for Research, (hew York,

l^Henry Elugh. Statist
E. K , bc u •
 
,.7^-1 rat, R sons. 197
rohn Wiley S. Sons, Inc.,Inc., 1970), P
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statistical smalysis. These suggestions will be discussed below in the
 
recommendations.
 
RECOMMENDATIONS
 
The Data Analysis Branch aircraft accident data services have achieved a
 
remarkably high degree of customer satisfaction. There seems to be a gradual
 
improvement in customer satisfaction over time which is very encouraging. The
 
data receipt form responses were overwhelmingly positive. The Data Analysis
 
Bremch must be doing something right! Recoiranendation; Continue branch
 
operations with no major revisions.
 
The new event file achieved a higher level of acceptance than either of
 
the other previous file structures. But this difference was not statistically
 
significant. Over all the event file seems to be a step in the right direction.
 
Recommendation; Continue to use the new event file while perfecting it and
 
performing more evaluation research.
 
The Air Force is always looking for a way to 'build a better mousetrap'!
 
The most important area for improvement is in cutting down the response time
 
for delivering finished data products to the user. The largest time factor
 
to get information out to the field is the service provided by the U.S. Postal
 
Service! Obviously the Air Force cannot afford to have urgent data requests
 
languish in the mail amd it cannot directly control mail service delays. Parcel
 
services such as 'UPS' and 'Emery' can only partially alleviate this problem.
 
So there is a need for some alternate meains of communication. Currently Data
 
Analysis provides limited data summary reports via telephone. This works very
 
nicely for counts and short one liner requests which can be summarized in
 
five minutes or less. The most promising means of delivering lengthy reports
 
quickly is 'AUTODIN'. This is an electronic data wire service which can transmit
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snd print docxments of memy pages in a matter of minutes. Recommendation:
 
Explore and implement rapid data transmission methods.
 
Another possible recommendation is improved reporting, coding and data
 
input to eliminate the problem of 'missing data' auid 'errors'. This is a
 
huge continuing job of staggering magnitude. In the broadest sense this task
 
absorbs the efforts of about 2/3 of the people in the Data Analysis Branch.
 
Quality control and cross-checking data for completeness, currency, and
 
accuracy is a major continuing job. The conversion from the old aircraft to
 
the new event file solved major problems in data coding and retrieval but
 
created some new ones. Detailed quality control can be extremely time con
 
suming. So progress in this area is limited by time and personnel staffing
 
constraints. Recommendation: Continue and improve the data file editing
 
program as much as personnel and budget limitations will permit.
 
Improved flexible retrieval formats and procedures could help solve the
 
group of problems which include: 'irrelevant data', 'not enough detail',
 
'too much data' and 'inconvenient format'. All of these problems relate to
 
the way in which data is retrieved from the data file. Generally sufficient
 
details are recorded in the new event file to meet almost any need for safety
 
information. The major problem is retrieving the data in a clear, concise,
 
convenient format which will exactly satisfy the customer's requirement.
 
One frequent problem is swamping the customer with excessive data. No one has
 
time to read 1,000 pages of computer paper! This can be accomplished by limit
 
ing the data base to specific retrieval codes and by using abbreviated output
 
format computer programs. The one liner product is a major stride in that
 
direction. The detailed codes of the new event file help to avoid retrieving
 
irrelevant data. But these flexible techniques require costly trade-offs in
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 resEonse time, pereonnel menhoure end computer reeourcee. B.e new event
 
file is so large end complex that full narrative requests take about 30
 
minutes to execute on an IB« 370 computer. This can be avoided in some cases
 
by using abbreviated count and one liner formats which run much faster,
 
another important constraint is the time it takes the data retriever to write
 
mplex, unique retrieval program. Generally the complexity, flexibility
 
md sophistication of a retrieval program is directly proportional to the time
 
it takes to write it, i.e., it takes longer to generate a compact report format,
 
dso the volume and complexity of data requests should not be permitted to
 
.enerate a backlog of unfilled requests. This can become a 'snow-balling'
 
ituation Which feeds on itself. This requires aedquate staffing with highly
 
rained computer and safety professionals. This is expensive. But effort
 
Kpended in this area is more cost effective than effort expended on data in­
ut. Data retrieval is closer to the final product and has more impact on
 
roviding rapid compact and complete response to the customer. Major progress
 
=ward flexible formats has been made since establishing the new event file,
 
.ere is still duplication of effort in providing two data reports on dif­
.rent subfiles to meet one customer's requirement. (For example: Retired
 
id event file or Cat-I one liners and aircraft one liners.) Only part of
 
potential of the event file has been utilized for providing flexible
 
nvenient formats. Recoamendation: Expend time, effort and brain power to
 
velop flexible, compact, fast and detailed retrieval formats.
 
RECOMMENDATION TART.P
 
NO major changes in Data Analysis Branch operations,
 
. Continued development and study of the new event file,
 
C. Rapid data delivery methods.
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 /. Better file quality control.
 
. More flexible retrieval formats.
 
CONCLUSION
 
The limited captive data base of the data receipt form questionnaires
 
as provided some interesting insight on Data Analysis Branch operations,
 
tie aircraft accident data customers are satisfied to a remarkably high degree,
 
tie new event file seems to have been implemented successfully and has continued
 
he trend toward improving customer satisfaction. This author's recommendations
 
nclude; using a rapid data delivery method, better file quality control and
 
ore flexible retrieval methods. These improvements are essential to providing
 
mproved data service for the customers. "The customer is always right1'
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DATA RECEIPT FORM
 
1st Ind to AFISC/SERD Ltr
 
TO: AFISC/SERD
 
1. The data was received on ^
 (Date)
 
2. Time from request to receipt?
 
Less/Wk 1-2 Weeks 2-3 Weeks Over 4 Weeks
 
♦1 0 
3. Was information in form useable to you? 
YES NO
 
'4. Would you use AFISC as future source for information?
 
YES NO
 
♦1 -1 
5. Was information requested
 
a. Used as primary information?
 
b. In support of other information?
 
c. Required but not used?
 
d. Only known source for specific information.
 
6. Were you satisfied with information?
 
YES NO
 
♦1 -1 
7. For what purpose was information used?
 
a. Accident investigation?
 
b. Commanders request?
 
c. Personal information?
 
d. Job related?
 
8» Any comments?
 
-1
 
♦1 -t 
♦1 -1 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE ifl 
Tabulation of Closed Item Responses 
FILE 
YEAR/ 
MONTH 
i 
1 
RESPONSE 
TALLY 
n 
Time to 
Receipt 
' #3 
Usable 
Forms? 
I 
' 
; 
#4 
Future 
Use? 
r ■ 
Satisfied? 
-
TOTAL 
Jan . % Positive 100% 100% . 100% . 100% 100% 
1979 # Positive 2 6 6 6 2 
# Negative 0 
text) 
Feb 
1979 
% Positive 
# Positive 
25% 
1 
100% 
6 
100% 
6 
100% 
6 
86% 
19 
1 
i 
' 
! 
1 
i 
» 
Mar 
1979 
# Negative 
% Positive 
// Positive 
// Negative 
3 
88% 
7 
1 
83% 
10 
2 
92% 
11 
1 
83% 
10 
2 
; 
1 
3 
86% 
38 
6 
1 
i 
Apr 
1979 
% Positive 
# Positive 
86% 
6 
100% 
8 
100% 
8 
100% 
8 
97% 
30 
f 
f 
! 
May 
1979 
# Negative 
% Positive 
t -
# Positive 
1 
100% 
5 
100% 
6 
100% 
6 
100% 
6 
i 
1 
1 
100% 
23 
t # Negative 0 
Jun 
1979 
% Positive i 
1 
# Positive 1 
1 
# Negative ; 
100% 
10 
100% 
12 
1 
100% 
13 
-
100% 
13 
-
98% 
48 
1 
Subtotal % Positive 1 82% 94% 98% 96% 94% 
MITS 
Jan-Jun 
1979 
# Positive 1 
# Negative 
31 
5 
48 
3 
50 
1 
49 
2 
178 
11 
Jul % Positive 93% 100% 100% 100% 99% 
1979 # Positive! 19 19 19 71 
UVFT 
# Negative' 1 - - - 1 
- 1979 
> 
- 1980 
, 
Aug 
1979 
% Positive 
# Positive 
. # Negative » 
100% 
9 
** . 
93% 
15 
1 
100% 
18 
— 
100% 
17 
1 
97% 
59 
2 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE itl
 
(Cont'd)
 
1 itl
 #3 1 #4 r->s
1 YEAR/ RESPONSE Time to
 Usable ■ Future {Satisfied?
FILE MONTH
 TALLY Receipt Forms? 1 Use?
 
i
 
Sept 
1979 
% Positive 
it Positive 
94% 
16 
97% 
28 
f 100% 
30 
i' 
i 
100% 
29 
: 
.. j 
it Negative 1 1 ! _ 1 
i 
1 
% Positive 88%
i Oct 100% ^ 100% 1 100%
 
: 
1979
 
# Positive 15
 27 28
 i 27
 
U^T it Negative ' 2 1
 -

-

1979 
: 
Nov 
1979 
% Positive I 
// Positive ; 
100% 
11 
95% 
20 
100% 
21 
100% 
20 
1980 
# Negative 1 1 
Dec 
1979 
% Positive 
# Positive 
89% 
16 
100% 
31 
100% 
31 
100% 
32 
// Negative 2 
Jan 
1980 
% Positive 
// Positive . 
87% 
13 
96% 
27 
100% 
28 
100% 
27 
# Negative 1 
i 
2 1 1 
Feb 
1980 
% Positive 
# Positive 
i 
72% 
13 
100% 
27 
100% 
27 
100% 
26 
# Negative 5 
Mar 
1980 
% Positive 
# Positive 
100% 
15 
96% 
24 
100% 
26 
100% 
26 
// Negative 1 
Apr 
1980 
% Positive 
it Positive 
89% 
16 
96% 
27 
100% 
28 
100% 
28 
it Negative . 2 1 
TOTAL
 
97%
 
103
 
3
 
98%
 
97
 
2
 
97%
 
72
 
2
 
98%
 
110
 
2
 
96%
 
95
 
4
 
95%
 
93
 
5
 
99%
 
91
 
1
 
97%
 
99
 
3
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE n 
(Cont'd) 
FILE 
YEAR/ 
MONTH 
! 
1 
i RESPONSE 
1 TALLY 
n 
Time to 
Receipt 
#3 
Usable 
Forms? 
H 
Future 
Use? 
Satisfied? 
TOTAL 
m: 
May 
1980 
■ % Positive ■ 
! # Positive 
• # Negative 
100% 
13 
-
! 
! 
1 
1 
100% 
24 
100% 
23 
-
100% 
23 
— 
100% 
83 
1979 
1980 
Subtotal 
Old Air 
craft 
Jul 79 -
May 80 
% Positive 
# Positive 
# Negative 
91% 
151 
15 
! 
1 
i 
98% 
269 
6 
100% 
279 
99% 
274 
4 
' 
1 
i 
97% 
973 
25 
' Jun 
1980 
% Positive 1 
t 
# Positive i 
( 
# Negative j 
100% 
8 
100% 
15 
100% 
16 
100% 
15 
-
100% 
54 
0 
Jul % Positive 82% 97% i C0% ^7% 95% 
1980 # Positive 14 29 30 29 102 
i 
! 
Aug 
1980 
# Negative 
% Positive 
# Positive 
# Negative 
3 
79% 
11 
3 S 
J 
i 
1 
96% 
27 
1 
100% 
27 
1 
96% 
25 
1 
5 
95% 
90 
5 
Sept 
1980 
% Positive 
if Positive 
67% 
14 
i 100% 
32 
100% 
33 
100% 
32 
94% 
111 
// Negative 7 - 7 
Get % Positive 86% i 100% 100% 100% 98% 
1980 # Positive 6 16 15 15 52 
# Negative 1 - 1 
Nov % Positive 91% ! 100% 100% 100% 99% 
1980 // Positive 10 ! 25 26 24 85 
. # Negative 1 1 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
TABLE #1 
(Cont'd) 
n #3 1 #4 #6 TOTAL 
YEAR/ RESPONSE Time to Usable S Future Satisfied? 
FILE IK)NTH TALLY Receipt Forms? 1 Use? 
Dec % Positive 80% 100% ' 100% 95% 97% 
1980 
# Positive 4 21 1 22 21 68 
1 
It Negative 1 - 1 2 
I 
Jan 
1981 
% 
# 
Positive 
Positive 
100% 
11 
1 
100% 
18 
j 
1 
100% 
18 
100% 
18 
100% 
65 
tt Negative - 1 ^ i 0 
- 4 
880 Feb % Positive 100% j 100% ■ 100% 100% 100% 
IE 
1981 // Positive 2 2 2 2 
i 
8 
—
 
—
if Negative }i " i 0
""
 
Subtotal % Positive 83% 99% 100% 98% ; 97% 
New 
j Event 
! File 
if Positive 
# Negative 
80 
16 
185 
2 
189 
-
181 
3 
1 
! 
635 
21 
i 
1 
! 
OF ' Grand 
% Positive 1 88% 99% 99.8% 98% i 97% 
i Total 
ILES : All 'if Positive ! 262 502 518 504 ! 1786 
Files if Negative I 36 11 1 9 57 
1 
 TABLE #2
 
Tabulation of Open-Ended Comments
 
FRO OR TOTAL 
IPAN CON COMMENTS COMMENTS % 
Positive Response 6 12 
:ext) Prompt 2 
»79 General 4 
Negative Not Enough Detail 7 
179 37% 
Positive Response 32 87 
Lrcraft Service 11 69% 
m Fast 4 
Miscellaneous 6 
)80 General 34 
Negative Irrelevant Data 2 Not Enough Volume 3 40 
Not Enough Detail 4 Missing Data 9 
31 % 
Errors 3 Inconvenient Format 8 
Too Much Data 2 Miscellaneous 5 
Too Slow 4 
vent Positive ; Response 12 General 35 64 
82% 
' Fast 10 
► 
1980 
Handy Format 3 
Service 2 
te 
Miscellaneous 2 
Negative Not Enough Volume 4 14 
Not Enough Detail 5 
18% 
Errors 2 
Miscellaneous 3 
Positive 163 
73% 
Negative 61 
27% 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
TABLE
 
Smnmary of Tabulation/Contingency Table
 
(expected values in parentheses)
 
PRO/CON #2 SUM OF #3, #4 SUM OF #8 TOTAL
 
AN #/% TIME AND 06 1 COMMENTS
 
% Pos 82.1% 96.% i 63.2% 91.3% 
9 - # Pos 31 (31.651) 147 (150.858) 1 i 12 (13.832) 190 (196.144) 
9 % Neg 17.9% i4.8% 
1 
i 38.6% 8.6% 
# Neg 5 (4.349) 6 (2.142) i 7 (5.168) 18 (11.856) 
% Pos ;91.0% 198.8% 1 68.5% 94.2%
 
# Pos 151 (145.946) 822 (820.352) 87 (92.456) 1060 (1060.875)
 
'9- % Neg 9.0% i 1.2% 31.5% 5.8%
 
10 # Neg 15 (20.054) ; 10 (11,648) 40 (34.544) 65 (64.125)
 
% Pos 83.3% 99.1% i 82.1% 95.2%
 
?ile # Pos 80 (84.403) 555 (552.16) 1 64 (56.784) 699 (692.162)
 
)0	 % Neg 16.9% ;.9% 17.9% 4.8%
 
// Neg 16 (11.597) ;5 (7.84) ! 14 (21.216) 35 (41.838)
 
72.8% 94.3%
% Pos 87.9%	 98.6%
 
1524	 163 i 1949
# Pos 262
 
% Neg 12.1% 1.4% ; 27.2% |5-7%
 
# Neg 36 21 ; 61 1118
 
i
 
[4.574
ated x2 3.461 8.327	 5.223
 
i
 
no	 no
leant @ 95% no	 yes
 
of
 
-80% .98%	 • 92% '89%
 
icance
 
^
 
- - - ——
 
@ 2 degrees of freedom
 
X = 5.99147 @ 95% confidence
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Appendix #1
 
CHI SQUARE HYPOTHESIS TEST
 
(n^ -	E(ni))2 K (nl - np^)
 
calculated = ^
 £
 
1=1 E(N^) 1=1	 npi
 
legress freedom = (rows-1) (columns-1) = (3-1) (2-1) = 2
 
.2
 
table =2.8 approx @ .25 Level of probability
 
table = 4.60517 @ .10 Level of probability
 
I table = 5.99147 @ .05 Level of probability
 
r table = 7.3776 @ .025 Level of probability
 
r table = 9.21034 @ .01 Level of probability
 
CF	 X. significant
 
c
 
.2
 
[F X	 Not Significant
< X
 
Sxample: Test Question #2 (See Table #3)
 
...
 
.2 	 K (n^ - E(nl))'
 
k E(nl)
 
(5 - 4.349)^ + (15 - 20.054)^ + (16 - 11.597)^
 
4.349	 20.054 11.597
 
f (31 - 31.651)^ + (151 - 145.946)^ + (80 - 84.403)^
 
31.651 145.946 84.403
 
.097 + 1.274 + 1.672 + .013 + .175 + .230 = 3.461
 
3.461 < 5.99147
 
X X
 
Difference Is not significant. Interpolating In table_,level of probability
 
Is approximately .20.
 
  
Appendix iZ
 
NORMAL HYPOTHRSIS TEST
 
Calculated - ■? - Po _ p . 
(Tp 
l/? 
z Table - 1.645 @ 90% confidence 
Z Table = 1.96 0 95% confidence 
Z Table = 2.58 @ 99% confidence 
\ y \ ' Significant 
^ ^c ^ Significant 
l»ple: Teat Htj to see if response rate Is more than 50% positive 0 
(See Table «) 
Btj: P7.5 f..943 - 94.3% positive 
PS15 Po = .5 
■^r P - q - .5 
n = 2067 
P - Po - -5 = .443 = 40.281 
.010998 y ^ 2067 
40.281 > 1.96 
Zc >/ Zf 
Difference U significant 
40.281 >> 2.58
 
Confidence level is more than 99%!
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